YOUR FIRE TRUCK DESERVES THE BEST GAUGE ON THE MARKET
Stewart Warner’s DDBI™ is a complete line of “data-bus” gauges, tachometers & speedometers that can be interfaced with “Tier 3” electronic engines using the SAE J1939 format. DDBI™ provides a DIRECT connection to the vehicle’s “bus” network—no separate instrument controller required (thus reducing costs).

THE BOTTOM-LINE: MORE FEATURES & BENEFITS
☑ Superior accuracy, reliability & durability—ideal for fire service
☑ Built-in diagnostics functions protect your investment
☑ Totally sealed with anti-fog capability
☑ LED backlighting & lighted pointers; built-in LED warning lights
☑ Processes digital & analog (non-bus) inputs, such as brake pressure
☑ Reduces installed-system cost (no instrument controller needed)
☑ Instruments all read same information, regardless of where installed
☑ Great looks will complement your fire truck